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and when punishment failed to deter them, education in its
broadest sense had to be tried, and punishment and procedure
adapted to fit the new idea. Between perpetual incarceration
and youthful re-education there was no logical middle term.
The reformatory colony for young offenders was not un-
known in the eighteenth century. The Mettray experiment in
France became famous in the mid-nineteenth. Imitated in
England immediately by Mary Carpenter of Bristol and
Matthew Davenport Hill of Birmingham, industrial and
reformatory schools, approved by the home office, have become
a recognized method of preventing the young offender from
hardening into a criminal, even though pressure on space is
so great that the home office dare not close the less efficient of
these voluntarily-provided schools. Thanks to the nationaliza-
tion of English prisons and jails in 1877, approved schools have
been supplemented during the past half century by Ruggles-
Brise's much more rigorous attempt .to lick the juvenile adult
recidivist into shape before it is too late, first in the disused
prison at Borstal and later in other similar institutions,
although great care has had to be taken not to send those
there to whom it would mean a downward rather than an
upward step.
A parallel development has arisen from the old English
procedure of binding a person over with his own consent after
conviction and respiting sentence so long as he is of good
behaviour. Matthew Davenport Hill found this practice
already established in the Birmingham region, extended it and
gave it publicity. Surety was often offered in the 'seventies by
men like Benjamin Waugh of Greenwich, the Congregational
minister who expressed his views in The Jail Cradle: Who
rocks it? and by the police-court mission of the Church of
England Temperance Society, especially in convictions for
drunkenness, keeping children from school, and all manner
of juvenile and sexual offences. It was never restricted to
juveniles or to first offenders, although it was in these cases
that it was most likely to be useful. And since 1907 it has been
open to magistrates to add other conditions to the recognisance

